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Introduction
Hello and welcome to the EMEYF annual report 2019. EMEYF is a community for young Quakers across Europe and the Middle East to share
faith, fellowship and fun. Those aged 18 - 35ish who are new to Quakerism and would like to find out more are very welcome too.
In April 2019 our week-long Spring Gathering took place in Peski, Russia. On page 7 you can view our epistle, lovingly created by those who
attended, to get a feel of what this gathering was like. If you were there, we hope it brings back great memories – and if you’ve never been to a
Spring Gathering, perhaps it will inspire you to join us next year! Our Annual Meeting took place in Brussels over a weekend in November.
Between events, our community has been sharing ideas, reflections and leadings through Willy & Penn, our online magazine, edited in 2019 by
Melanie Huropp and Emmie Touwen and Lena Hofmaier. It’s a great way to stay in touch with the community, so if you have something that
you’d like to share, please get in touch via willyandpenn.com. We’re also now sustaining our community between gatherings through an online
meeting for worship, which Young Friends across the section are welcome to join – check the emeyf.org for upcoming dates and times.
Connecting us to the wider Quaker world, Mieke van Opheusden has been our representative to Quaker Council for European Affairs, Liam
Brighton is the EMEYF representative to EMES Annual Meeting and Saskia Kuhlmann was part of the EMES executive committee. Helping
make connections between generations of young Friends across the decades, Esther Köhring has been coordinating our Living Archives Project
(LAP).
To help make all of this happen, Communications Committee has been working behind the scenes, comprising our clerks George Thurley,
Kirsten Stuhr & Lena Garrettson, elders Lisa Specht & Rose Oliver, gatherings coordinator Silja Pfeiffer, fundraising treasurer Lisette Nijboer,
and UK treasurer Rose Almond, who has prepared our accounts for 2019 (on page 10). They have been assisted in the office by EMEYF’s
Secretary Clémence Buchet-Couzy. Finally, our Trustees are keeping an eye on the bigger picture for EMEYF, and making sure we comply with
charity law and good practice (including by sharing this report – prepared this year by Lisette Nijboer and Pete Doubtfire). The trustees in 2019
were Rose Almond, Esther Köhring, Lisette Nijboer, and Silja Pfeiffer.
(P.S. Many of our role holders have changed since 2019, so please check our website for the up-to-date details!)
This report is a snapshot of the life of our community in 2019 – enjoy!
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Willy and Penn highlights
These are some selected entries that were first published on our online magazine Willy and Penn in 2019. Everyone is free to contribute and
we have seen a vast variety of content, which brings great joy. We invite you to visit www.willyandpenn.com if you like the pieces shared here.
For the purposes of this Annual Report, only the English versions are selected (whether original or translated), however on Willy and Penn it’s
possible to read and contribute in any language and most text-based contributions are translated into one or more languages.

Amsterdam – Climate March
On Sunday, March 10, a group of nine EMEYFers joined 40,000 others
in Amsterdam for a climate march. This march was organised by a
number of Dutch organisations which all want to divide the weight of
climate measurements more equally. For some of us, Amsterdam is
(close to) home. For others, it’s a distant city two countries over.
However, we were united by a sense of urgency as these issues (unlike
the lovely Dutch weather) aren’t regional or national. Enjoy the
pictures and we might see one another at another event where we will
make our voices heard! – Pictures by Rose Oliver and Renke Meuwese.
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Sustainability – an Interview
Interview of Paul (German Yearly Meeting) with Noah (6
years) on sustainability
P: What do you love about nature?
N: Everything. I find, for example the height of trees
impressive and how weird they can grow, e.g. as an archway
– I once saw one in the forest.
P: What should not be lost for you about nature?
N: The green, the leaves – nothing must be lost, which is
important for nature and us.

P: Why?
N: Because it’s fun, it improves our joints and it’s good for
nature.
P: What else are you doing to protect the environment?
N: I walk a lot, ride a bike or train. I do not eat meat, so I
protect animals.
P: What could your parents do to better protect the
environment?
N: Grow your own food – and then buy the food that we lack.

P: What do you want to tell others about environmental
sustainability?
N: Rather than driving go by train or bus or bike or walk.

P: My last question. What are you looking forward to when you
are going to a Quaker meeting?
N: That there are many who I know. And it’s nice to see my
friends again.

P: Which means of transport do you prefer to use?
N: On foot.

P: Thank you for the interview.
N: Sure, no problem.
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Spiritual Self Care ABC by Rose Almond and Wanda Dahme
At EMEYF Annual Meeting 2019 the Willy & Penn editorial team held a
workshop about creative expressions of our beliefs. Each participant was asked
to draw a card from a pile of prompts and one from a pile of mediums, and
then to combine the two. Many amazing contributions came out of this
workshop. We are looking forward to sharing them with you over the upcoming
months.
Transcription: A coffee; Bath time; Cookie Chocolates; Do good; Eat well; Feel
the fun; G-dawg*; Hope; Inner light; Just be; Kindness; Love; Music; Nature;
Openness to others; Pause; Quakers; Reflect; Silence; Tea; Understanding;
Value yourself; Wilderness; XR (Extinction Rebellion); Yoga; Zen
* One can only assume they mean George Fox
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Equality by Fee Grabow
Growing pains are part of my Quaker experience. Frustration, hopelessness, fury. At the end of most days, that feels reconcilable with my faith.
What doesn’t feel reconcilable with my faith sometimes, is my body.
Last year, I hadn’t been to meeting for worship for months because I wasn’t well enough to sit for an hour. This May, I went to a session on
disability during Britain Yearly Meeting and young people were made responsible for solutions and accessibility. Such is a Young Friends plight. I
thought “I need a solution, too!” but yes, we are also all the solution. I see older Friends leave meetings early, hold on to their walking sticks for
an hour, choosing the chair they will sit on carefully. I can learn from them and remind myself that a pain-free body is a temporary condition
anyway.
I’m scared about being too ill for communal worship again. I would feel more equal if we spoke more frankly about pain. If news of Friends
could bear the weight of “she is not better this week” and “he’s gotten worse and they don’t know what to do”. If we asked if everything is
okay and could hear a resounding no. Quakers know how to respond to pain far away, we are called to relief and responsibility. I know we are
capable to do the same for the people next to us. In the end, both require the same faithfulness to Equality. I’m aware no one hates me
because I don’t turn up for months, but passive inclusion means a passive community. A passive community means not all people get the
chance to bring their whole self into their faith.
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EMEYF Spring Gathering 2019 Epistle - EMEYF Весеннее Собрание 2019 эпистола
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As part of our SG Epistle, all participants decorated a puzzle piece, and we completed the puzzle together in our final business session. It formed a river, crossed by a
bridge, bearing the below text.

Bсем друзьям на всё м свете
Все здесь из разных мест. Нас 25 взрослых и 10 детеи= из России, Британии, Германии, Украины, Голландии, Финляндии. Мы собрались в
маленьком посё лке Пески, на берегу моря, недалеко от Санкт Петербурга.
Представим себе, мы стоим на берегу Балтии= ского моря, смотрим на океан, ритм волн отражает ритм жизни нашеи= группы. Волна
приходит и уходит, как и мы эту неделю: между приключенческими путешествиями и жадё жностью нашеи= группы , между суетливым
городом Санкт Петербург и тихим посё лком, между разговорами друзеи= на родном языке и разговорами на других языках с другим
алфавитом, между желанием тишины и желанием весё лых игр. Этот ритм нашеи= группы вдохновляет нас на новые пути. И даже если мы
сталкивались на проблемами - мы пробуем наи= ти связь со Светом в каждом человеке. Наша тема на этои= неделе была построить мост, это
не всегда легко, но мы рады были испробовать это.
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Нас пригласили на празднование Пасхи в православнои= церкви, с ритуалами и традициями, которые очень отличаются от традиции=
квакеров, и это помогает нам задуматься о нашеи= квакерскои= вере.
Мы надеемся, нам удалось взять от нашего собрания готовность перенести молитвенное собрание из закрытои= комнаты в доме на берег
моря, где можно удобно посидеть в тишине и спокои= ствии рядом с детским восторженным лепетом.
To all Friends everywhere,
We have gathered, 25 adults and 10 children from Russia, Britain, the Netherlands, Finland, Germany and Ukraine, in the small village of Peski at the
coast near St Petersburg. Standing on the shore of the Baltic Sea, looking to the ocean, the rhythm of the waves reflects the rhythm of our community
life. Waves come in and out as we did this week: between adventurous journeys and the safety of a loving community; between the bustling city of St
Petersburg and the quiet village of Peski; between speaking to friends in familiar languages and sounding out words in unfamiliar alphabets; between
the need for silence and the need for play and laughter. This rhythm of community life inspired us in many ways, even as we struggled with
challenges – trying to connect with the light in each person.
Our theme for the week was 'building bridges' – not always easy, but we are glad to be trying together. Being invited to share in the celebration of
Easter in the Russian Orthodox church – with rituals and customs very different to our own – has helped us to reflect on our own Quaker faith. We
hope we can take from this gathering a willingness to carry our worship out of the closed room of the meeting house onto the beach, where silence
and stillness can sit comfortably alongside the excited babble of children exploring.
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Accounts overview
We thank Rose Almond for putting together this overview of our accounts.
EMEYF Consolidated Accounts 2019 - Covers Period 01/01/2019 – 31/12/2019
Exchange Rate on 31/12/2018*
1,11 € per £
Exchange Rate on 31/12/2019
1,18 € per £
See:http://xe.com/currency tables/?from=GBP&date=2019-12-31
Table 1: Balance from
2018

Table 2: Income
Participant
Contributions
Donations - General
Donations Sustainability
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Fund pot

£

€

Consolidated as £*

Consolidated as €*

Herzberg Funds
Acting as Agent Sustainability
LAP Funds carry
forward
General funds/nonspecified Donations
Total balance brought
forward from previous
year

1307,91
52,39

-557,5
176,75

807,41
211,07

899,38
235,11

-2291,7

5556,12

2696,31

3003,40

14753,06

14283,35

27575,94

30716,72

13821,66

19458,72

31290,73

34854,61

Category
Spring Gathering
Income 2019
Annual Meeting
Income 2019
Donations - Friends of
EMEYF
Donations - Meetings
Acting as Agent in Sustainability SG19
Participants
Acting as Agent in Sustainability AM19
Participants
Total:

£
493

€
3098,76

Consolidated as £
3115,18

Consolidated as €
3681,36

32

314

297,71

351,82

400

2365,05

2401,31

2837,75

1124,49
10

1386,55
35

2297,79
39,62

2715,42
46,82

3

43

39,39

46,55

2062,49

7242,36

8190,99

9679,71

Notes
(1)

(2)
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Table 3: Expenditure
Core Costs

LAP Project
Table 4:
Calculations/Checks
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Category
Bank charge
CC Meeting 2019
Role Holders Training
Annual Meeting 2019
Role Holders Travel
Annual Meeting
Expenditure 2019
Spring Gathering
Expenditure 2019
Summer Gathering
2020
Bursary - General
Bursary - Sustainable
Travel
Willy and Penn
Total:

£
0
557,05
0
123

€
39,2
573,6
250
122,42

Consolidated as £
33,17
1042,43
211,55
226,59

Consolidated as €
39,20
1231,89
250,00
267,78

0

377,87

319,75

377,87

0

2319,21

1962,52

2319,21

0

636

538,18

636,00

1193,69
0

1155
150

2171,05
126,93

2565,64
150,00

0
1873,74

66
5689,3

55,85
6688,04

66,00
7903,59

(a) Costings

£

€

Consolidated as £

Consolidated as €

Income
Expenditure
Income - Expenditure

2062,49
1873,74
188,75

7242,36
5689,3
1553,06

8190,99
6688,04
1502,95

9679,71
7903,59
1776,12

(b) Checks: assets and
liabilities
Bank funds held at
start of this year
Cash held at the start
of this year
Bank funds held at end
of this year
Cash held at the end
of this year
Liabilities (known
money owed to others)

£

€

Consolidated as £

Consolidated as €

13821,66

19458,72

30287,68

35792,47

0

0

0,00

0,00

13886,97

19975,23

30790,06

36386,16

0

0

0,00

0,00

155

0

155,00

183,17

(3)

(4)
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Table 5: Expenditure
fund allocation
Participant
Contributions
Small Grants Fund

Herzberg Fund
Acting as Agent
Other

Table 6: Balance going
forward
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Assets (known money
owed to us)
Net (Bank Funds +
Cash - Liabilities +
Assets)

123,44

0

123,44

145,88

13855,41

19975,23

30758,50

36348,86

Sources that cover our
expenditure
Annual Meeting 2019
Income
Spring Gathering 2019
Income
LAP
Research/Community
Building budget
LAP
Oversight/Development
budget
Herzberg Funds
Sustainability Fund
Contributions
Unrestricted
Donations/Funds
Total Expenditure

£

€

Consolidated as £

Consolidated as €

32

314

297,71

351,82

493

3098,76

3115,18

3681,36

596,845

577,5

1085,53

1282,82

222,82

334,64

505,99

597,96

0
0

0
150

0,00
126,93

0,00
150,00

529,075

1214,4

1556,70

1839,63

1873,74

5689,3

6688,04

7903,59

Fund pot

£

€

Consolidated as £

Consolidated as €

Herzberg Funds
Acting as Agent Sustainability
LAP Funds carry
forward
General funds/nonspecified Donations
Balance Taking
Forward to 2020

1307,91
65,39

-557,5
104,75

836,15
154,03

988,12
182,02

-2291,7

5490,12

2354,05

2781,90

14773,81

14937,86

27414,27

32396,81

13855,41

19975,23

30758,50

36348,86

(5)

(6)
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Notes:
1) This is taken from the 2019 accounts and is consolidated as of exchange rate on 31/12/2018. All other consolidation is of exchange rate on
2)

3)

4)

5)
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31/12/2019. The negative values represent spending of money in alternative currencies to which the fund pot is stored, therefore it is better to look at
the consolidated columns to understand the total amount.
In 2019 our income came from; participants attending gatherings, donations from either Friends of EMEYF or Meetings, and contributions to
sustainable travel pot. Note that the income includes two installments of £500 from YFGM's (Young Friends General Meeting) 2018 and 2019 budget.
In 2019 the Spring Gathering was held in Peski in Russia and included 35 participants (25 Adults, 10 children), the Annual Meeting was held in
Brussels and included 25 participants (23 adults, 2 children).
2019 costs of EMEYF cover our core activities; bank charges, CC meeting face to face, role holders training, role holders attending AM, the cost of
AM and SG gatherings as well as bursary support. There was also some spending on LAP to maintain our Willy and Penn blog
(https://willyandpenn.com/). The 2019 CC face to face happened in Den Haag with 6 CC member (just before SG19). The costs are slightly higher
than usual due to accomodation being required, 40% of this cost is covered by LAP development funds (see table 5). Role holder training cost is a
late reimbursement from 2018. Annual Meeting occurred in November and 2 role holders and 1 rep seeked a reimbursement before the end of the
year. Another cost for EMEYF was the deposit for the 2020 Summer Gathering in Finland. Lastly EMEYF spent money on 10 Bursaries supporting
young people attend Spring Gathering and Annual Meeting, 50% of this cost is covered by LAP community building building funds (see table 5). Note
the £ and €'s are not exact as the minutes due to bursaries 1,3 and 5 being partially covered in £'s for travel and €'s for participant fees incurring
transaction fees.
In 2019 EMEYF spent less money than it received in donations, making a surplus of €1,776. The 2019 budget (see 2018 AM minutes), predicted
donations of £3500 however the actual amount was almost €2000 more. This is partly due to YFGM paying their donation from 2018 and 2019 at the
same time in 2019 with £500 each time. Overall we expected out expenditure to be around €14,000 but it was actually just over half this, similarly we
expected an income around €7700 but actually received around €1500 more.
This table demonstrates the donation sources for EMEYF throughout the year. Attendees at AM and SG are expected to pay for the cost of food and
accomodation whilst at the gathering, unless bursary support has been requested. For context, AM in Brussels, Belgium had around 22 participants
mostly for 3 days but some only 2 or 1 day. The cost for 3 nights was €19, 2 nights €12.50 and 1 night €6,participants were also invited to contribute
towards the sustainable travel pot. The donations to sustainable travel are donated as split transactions and added separately to the sustainability
fund pot. For SG in Russia participants pay a participant fee before attending (or EMEYF pays on their behalf if bursary), the fee was either 9,000
RUB, £110 or €120.
Another purpose of this table is to get an idea of how we're spending certain pots of money. For instance we have pot of money for sustainable travel,
and this table summarises the sustainable busaries given specifically for sustainable travel in 2019 from the general pot. The LAP money comes in
installments from EMES as a Small Grants Fund, in 2018 we had planned to receive the third and final installment of this, however as the project took
longer to get started than predicted we delayed this installment. What this table reflects for LAP is that we consider LAP spending in two categories;
for community building/research and for developing the project/EMEYF oversight logistics. Community building costs included the cost of 50% of the
general bursaries. Development costs included supporting WIlly & Pen, bank charges and 40% of the cost of bringing CC together for a face to face
meeting.
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6) This last table reports how much funding is left for each pot of money that will be taken into 2020. The negative values represent spending of money
in alternative currencies to which the fund pot is stored, therefore it is better to look at the consolidated columns to understand the total amount.
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Thank you to the community
Thank you for reading this Annual Report, we hope that it has given you an insight into a year in the life of our community.
Thank you to everyone who has been a part of that community in 2019 – by attending Spring Gathering or Annual Meeting; by upholding us
from afar, and sending your love and greetings; by donating your money, time or ideas. We’re very grateful to have you as part of the EMEYF
family.
If you’re a Quaker aged 18-35ish (or Quaker-curious) living in Europe or the Middle East, perhaps the stories shared here have encouraged you
to find out more about EMEYF and get involved? If so, we’d love to welcome you:
Join the mailing list: emeyf.org/contact
(You can use the mailing list to reach out to the wider community, this is how we share announcements and invitations.)
Find us on Facebook: facebook.com/groups/EMEYF/
Check out and contribute to Willy & Penn magazine: willyandpenn.com/
If you’re a not-so-young Quaker, we’d love to stay in touch via Friends of EMEYF: emeyf.quaker.eu.org/friends-of-emeyf
Finally, if you’re able please consider making a donation to help keep our community running: emeyf.org/donations
Many thanks to the meetings and individuals who already do this – your donations help us to make our community inclusive, providing
bursaries for those who might not otherwise be able to afford to attend, and helping with the cost of sustainable travel.
Thank you all!
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